The Night Sky in August, 2020
This month there will be a New Moon on August 19th and a Full Moon on August 3rd so the
darkest skies for stargazing will be in the middle of the month. On August 1st the Sun will rise
at 05:27 and set at 21:05. On August 31st the Sun will rise at 06:18 and set at 20:01. The planet
of the month is Mars and the best time to see it is on August 31st at 04:00 BST. It can be found
in the south in the constellation of Pisces the Fish. At 05:00 on the same day, if you look in the
east, you will see a brilliant Venus in the constellation of Gemini.
One of the highlights of the month is that you can see all of the planets in one night at the
beginning of August. They are all naked eye objects apart from Uranus and Neptune. But you
do need a dark sky and a clear horizon in the south. The star chart below shows the sky over
Oxfordshire in the south at midnight on August 1st. There you can see mighty Jupiter shining at
magnitude -2.6 in the constellation of Sagittarius. Saturn can be seen to the east of Jupiter but
it is much dimmer and shines at magnitude +0.5. Remember that magnitudes are like golfing
handicaps, the lower the magnitude the brighter the object. To the west of Jupiter there is an
almost full Moon nearby as can be seen in the star chart below.

If you then look in the east at around 01:00, Mars can be seen rising as shown in the star chart
below. To the east of it is Uranus in the constellation of Aries. This can be seen with
binoculars. To the west of Mars is Neptune in the constellation of Aquarius but you will need
a telescope to see this planet. There are other interesting sights in the sky at this time apart from
planets. To the east of Uranus you can see the Pleiades a beautiful open cluster which is
stunning in binoculars. Above that is the constellation of Perseus and to the west of that is the
Andromeda constellation with the mighty Andromeda galaxy above it. Below that is the
constellation of Pisces the Fish with the head of the fish (known as the circlet) at the extreme
right of the chart.

Then it is time for a siesta if you wish until just before sunrise when you can see Venus and
Mercury rising in the east. The star chart below shows the sky at 06:00 on August 2nd. Brilliant
Venus is shining at magnitude -4.3. Venus will be at its greatest western elongation on August
13th. This is when it is at its most westerly point in its orbit around the Sun.The angle between
the Sun, Venus and the Earth will then be 90°.

The month of August is famous for the arrival of the Perseids meteor shower. These meteors
can be seen from July 17th until August 24th . The peak will occur between 11:00 and14:00
BST on August 12th which is during daylight hours for us in the UK but this favours observers
in North America. The best time for us to see them will be on the nights of 11th / 12th and 12th /
13th August. A good show is expected this year with as many as 50 - 70 meteors per hour. You
will be able to see meteors anywhere in the sky but if you trace them back to their point of
origin then they all appear to come from the same point in the sky. This point is called the
radiant. In the case of the Perseids, the radiant is very close to the constellation of Perseus,
hence their name.
The star chart below shows the sky over Oxfordshire at 23:00 on the night of August 11th. You
can see that Perseus is just rising above the horizon. This constellation looks like a chicken
wishbone. Above it is the bright W shape of the constellation of Cassiopeia. To the right of it is
the Andromeda constellation with the Great Square of Pegasus to the right of that. As the
night goes on these constellations will gradually climb higher in the sky. Unfortunately the
Moon will rise around midnight and its light will blot out some of the meteors.

The chart below (courtesy of timeanddate.com) shows you where the radiant of the Perseids
will be situated.

Astronomy for Dummies
In July I sent out a request for readers to send in simple questions so that I could cater for
relative beginners joining the circulation list as well as writing more advanced artcles for those
who have been reading this for a long time. I am pleased to say that I have received some
interesting questions and they mostly concern the comet NEOWISE which caused some
excitement in July since it surprised us all with its brightness.
The first question is from David King who came with his wife Margaret to our Astronomy
Theme Week in Mallorca in 2017.
“Do comets orbit the sun within the solar system and, if so, how can a 6800 year orbit be
within the solar system when Viking space probes have left the solar system after a few
decades?”

Thanks David for this question which enables me to write about the basic behaviour of comets.
Comets do not come from inside our solar system. The official end of our solar system is called
the heliopause as shown in the image below. For those who don't know, the Sun is constantly
pouring out streams of particles in all directions around it. This is known as the solar wind.
Beyond the heliopause the solar wind has no effect on the constitution of space and you are
truly in interstellar space.
There are two regions of space where comets can come from. One is the Kuiper Belt which
you can see beyond Neptune in the image below. The other is the Oort Cloud which is a
region of trillions of icy comets situated approximately 0.2 light years away where a light year
is 6 trillion miles. In other words it is a long way away! Some comets in the Oort Cloud can be
affected by the gravity of a nearby star and get punched out into an elliptical orbit around our
Sun. Some of them visit us periodically. Similarly, objects in the Kuiper Belt are affected by the
gravity of Jupiter. The short period comets which visit us every 200 years or less come from the
Kuiper Belt. Halleys comet is an example of this and visits us every 76 years. The long period
comets come from the Oort Cloud and some have very long periods. For example Hale Bopp
visited us in 1997 and won't be back for another 4,386 years! It seems that NEOWISE visits us
every 6,800 years.
Note that in the diagram below the units used are Astronomical Units (AU). One AU is the
average distance of the Earth from the Sun. The scale along the axis is logarithmic. This means
that the numbers 1, 10, 100, 1000, 10000 and 100000 are equally spaced along the axis. This
makes it possible to represent huge distances in a compact way. You may be interested to know
that Voyager 1 has passed the heliopause and is now making its way through interstellar space.
It is estimated that it will take 300 years to reach the Oort Cloud!! So far the Oort Cloud has not
been directly observed and its existence is only theoretical!

The next question is from Robert Hunter who is a naval architect we met on a cruise in 2013.
“When a comet arrives in our solar system approaching its orbit round the sun, its tail is
behind it, but as it starts to orbit the sun the tail rotates to be diametrically opposite (180
degrees) to the sun, and then as it leaves the orbit the tail is leading the comet not following
it which doesn't sound at all logical.
Why doesn't the enormous gravitational pull of the sun cause the tale to always point
towards the sun rather than behave as it does?
Has the solar wind anything to do with its behaviour? I am puzzled”
Thanks Robert. This is a slightly more difficult question to answer. Comets are known as “dirty
snowballs” and are balls of ice with dust and gases such as carbon dioxide, methane and
ammonia frozen into them. As the comet approaches the Sun it starts to melt and first releases
gases which form a cloud known as the coma. Radiation from the Sun pushes particles of dust

away to form the characteristic dust tail. Charged particles from the Sun can also ionize some
of the dust and gas and produce an ion tail. So comets often have two tails. As the comet
travels towards the Sun the tail is shaped by the solar wind and follows behind it. When the
comet nears the Sun, both the comet and the tail go into orbit around it. The tail is not pulled
nearer to the Sun by gravity. It behaves like an object being released from the International
Space Station which will orbit with the station. The comet and tail together pass behind the
Sun. Some comets don't survive this and break up. However if the comet rounds the Sun
successfully, the tail will be ahead of the comet. A sailor will be puzzled by this since it is a bit
like the wake of a ship going ahead of it! However Robert is quite right, it is the solar wind
which determines the shape and position of the tail. As the comet starts to pull away from the
Sun, the solar wind will blow the tail ahead of it.
Our son David who, as you may know is a Professor of Mathematics at the University of Bath,
has made the following additional contribution to this discussion “Another analogy occurred to
me: imagine carrying a flaming torch in a 20mph wind. As you walk into the wind the smoke
from the torch leaves a trail behind you, but when you turn to walk with the wind behind,
there is instead a trail of smoke in front”. I hope that answers your question satisfactorily,
Robert. If not, please get in touch again.
I also received a question from Harry Das. We met him and his partner Dr. Dani Hankin and
her son Ryan on May 30th 2019 at the top of The Harder Kulm above Interlaken in Switzerland!
We had so much in common with them that we ended up spending the rest of the day with
them. Harry asks “How do I find out about other comets visible with a moderately powerful
pair of binoculars ? Is there a website for this ?” I recommended this website
https://earthsky.org/space/northern-hemisphere-overdue-for-a-great-comet. Harry has also
downloaded Stellarium so that he can track comets amongst other things.
Images of the Month
Please note that I need to keep the size of this Newsletter down to a size that can be sent easily
over the internet. Therefore I have to crop and resize images sometimes. I can also only include
only one image per person. I apologise to the people concerned if the quality of their images are
not up to their original standard but they still look good to me.The first image I received this
month was from Peter Fisher, a remarkably talented virtuoso violinist who established the
Chamber Ensemble of London in 1997. One of the nice things about being a presenter on the
cruise ships is that we meet some talented and interesting people. Peter Fisher was a guest
entertainer in 2013 on board Saga Sapphire with us and he showed a great interest in
Astronomy when we were with him then. He has recently sent me the following image which
he took at sunrise from his balcony. If you look above the glare of the sun and the trees on the
left, you can see comet NEOWISE. Also I like this picture because on the horizon on the right
you can just see the dome of the Greenwich Observatory to the left of the church spire. I
sometimes recommend that if you are taking an image of an object in the sky (for example the
Northern Lights) it is a good idea to include something on the horizon to give an idea of scale.
If you would like to find out more about Peter's career go to www.peterfisherviolin.com/.

I have also heard recently from Laura Morrey who joined my newsletter many years ago.
Laura took several images of the comet with her EOS 1300 D camera. For some images she
used her Tamron 17-50 mm lens which was set at a focal length of 17mm. This one was taken
with the same camera with her Tamron Tele/Macro lens with a focal length of 70-300mm. The
the focal length was set to 300mm and the ISO to 6400. The exposure was 6 seconds at f5.6. A
good result I think! Congratulations Laura!

The above images show that you don't need to be a specialist in astrophotography in order to
photograph the sky.
Roland Gooday is back in England after a spell in the USA and he is busy taking excellent
images again. Here is one of the Fireworks Galaxy otherwise known as NGC6946. NGC
stands for the New General Catalogue which is not exactly new since it was set up in 1888 by
John Dryer. It includes 7,840 deep sky objects such as galaxies, star clusters and nebulae.
Roland told me “This image was captured using an EQ6-PRO equatorial mount (which was
quite badly polar aligned when I review the logs :)), and a Nikon D7200 through an EdgeHD
8" SCT with 0.7x focal reducer (focal length approx 1422mm). I shot 13 exposures at
ISO400 x 360 seconds, together with some calibration frames (dark, flats, bias). In this case I

did not use a light pollution filter as the galaxy was fairly high in the sky above me. The
images were aligned (registered) and stacked (integrated) in Deep Sky Stacker. I then
stretched intensity levels (curves) and set the colour balance (curves/levels) in Photoshop. I
also used a guide scope and camera to correct tracking during the capture (hence log)”!

I am pleased that Roland imaged this galaxy for two reasons. One is that I hadn't heard of it and
didn't know where to find it. Now I do! It is between the constellations of Cepheus and Cygnus
the Swan as can be seen in the chart below (courtesy of “freestarcharts.com”).

The other reason I am pleased is that there is a full page article about this in Astronomy Now
this month so I can tell you something about it. It is a face-on spiral galaxy which is 22 million
light years away. It is called the Fireworks Galaxy because of the number of supernova
explosions which occur in that region and 10 such explosions were observed in the last century.
Thank you for this Roland!
Constellation of the Month
I usually recommend that the best way to learn to read the night sky is to start with the
circumpolar constellations. These are the constellations near the north pole. The Earth is a

spinning ball which rotates around its north/south axis at a speed ot 1,000 mph. As the night
passes, heavenly objects rise in the east, track across to the south and set in the west. This
means that as the night goes by we see different constellations as they rise and set. Also the
Earth is in orbit around the Sun at a speed of 67,000 mph. As we travel around this orbit every
year we see different parts of the night sky at different times of year. However the
constellations that are near to the north pole are in the sky all night and all the year round.
These are known as the circumpolar constellations. There are only 6 of them as shown in the
chart below.

If we go round the pole in an anticlockwise direction starting at the top is Camelopardalis the
Camel, next is the W shaped constellation Cassiopeia, then Cepheus which looks like the
gable end of a house, then the meandering constellation of Draco the Dragon and then Ursa
Major. In the centre is the pole star Polaris and nearby is the constellation of Ursa Minor, the
Little Bear. The other constellayion in the chart are not circumpolar. Draco and
Camelopardalis are both very faint constellations so we can focus in on the other 4. Note that as
the night goes on these appear to us to be rotating round the pole and will seem to have a
different orientation at different times. People wonder why the Plough is sometimes upside
down and that is the reason!
In the diagram below you can see the star chart showing Ursa Major as it will look around
23:00 on August 3rd. Below that you can the same constellation with the image of the bear on
top of it! The first thing to note is that the Plough is not a constellation. It forms the back and
tail of the bear in the constellation of Ursa Major. So the Plough is an asterism that is a
distinctive pattern of stars which is not a constellation. Note the names of the stars in the
Plough. The second star along the handle, Mizar, is particularly interesting. It looks to us like
one star but if you look at it with a powerful telescope then it is 3 binary stars, that is 6 stars
gravitationally bound together! There are only two sextuplets in the whole night sky and Mizar
is one of them. If you want to find the pole star then find Dubhe and Merak in the right of the
bowl of the Plough. If you follow this line upwards then the first bright star you meet is Polaris
but note that it is not as bright as you expect it to be but it is the brightest in that region.

The star chart below shows you the names of all of the stars in Ursa Major and the objects
around it.In all constellations, the brightest stars have names often given by the Arabs. But all
stars in the constellation are also labelled with Greek letters. The brightest star is alpha (α)
Ursae Majoris and the next brightest is beta (β) etc. Very faint stars are just given numbers.

Try browsing around this part of the sky with binoculars and let me know if you have any
queries. Can you find Polaris? If you have powerful binoculars you will be able to see Mizar as
two stars! The other one is Alcor! But both of these stars are binaries as is the star between
them. Note how the orientation of the bear changes as the night goes on. If you fancy doing
some photography then put your camera on a tripod and do a number of long exposures using a
cable release. You get capture some star trails as the stars rotate around the pole! Have fun!
Now off to our friends in Dalian, China!
What's Up in Dalian, China?
As always, most of what I have written in the previous section can be seen by you. Since you
are in the Northern Hemisphere, the sky you see is very similar to ours except that you are

further south so you can see further down into the Southern Hemisphere. Also, objects that are
low down on the horizon for us, are higher in the sky for you. This is a great advantage since
they will be well above the horizon and will be clearer to see. Dalian time is 8 hours ahead of
Greenwich Mean Time so you will see things before we do. The star chart below shows the sky
high in the South around midnight on August 1st. You have the lovely sight of Jupiter and
Saturn with the Moon nearby and also the Messier objects which can be seen in Sagittarius.
On the horizon you can see the whole of Scorpius and to the left of that is Corona Australis or
the Southern Crown. There is a Northern Crown similar in shape and is known as Corona
Borealis. To the left of the chart you can seee Microscopium and above it Capricornus which
we can't see in the UK. If you look to the east of this chart you will be able to see Mars as well
as Uranus and Neptune if you have a telescope. You will also find Perseus just rising on the
north eastern horizon so you should be able to enjoy the Perseids meteor shower. Above
Perseus you will find the Andromeda constellation and galaxy. Finally if you look in the
north you will be able to see Polaris and all of the circumpolar constellations I mention in the
first section.
Finally if you look in the east at 6 am on Augusr 2nd the you will see Venus and Mercury. So
can see all the planets in one night just as we can!

Now to the Southern Hemisphere!
What's Up in the Southern Hemisphere?
For you the planets will be rising in the east around 19:00 in early August. The star chart below
shows you what they will look like in the north west around midnight. You can see them with
the Moon in the constellation of Sagittarius. Below the Moon you can see the many Messier
objects which are in that region. Above these is Corona Australis, the Southern Crown. To
the left and below this is the constellation of Scorpius. You can see that the orientation of this
is quite different from that in the Northern Hemisphere. It reminds me a little bit of a sea-horse!
If you look off this chart to the southwest you will have the pleasure of seeing the southern
cross and the pointer stars. Mars and Uranus will rise in the east around 01:00 and will rise in
the sky as the night wears on.

Neptune will be rising in the east around 22:00, Mars will follow at 23:00 and Uranus will
rise at O1:00. You will also be able to See Venus and below it Mercury rising around 06:00.
You won't be able to see the Perseids since Perseus doesn't rise until around 05:00. You can't
see our circumpolar constellations but are there circumpolar constellations around the south
pole as shown in the chart below. Only Crux, Centaurus and Carina can be seen from
anywhere in the southern hemisphere all night long. Note that there is no star like Polaris
marking the south pole.

Until next month – happy stargazing and dark skies!
Valerie Calderbank FRAS

